Artifact Mimicking Ictal Epileptiform Activity in EEG.
Although the EEG is designed to record cerebral activity, it also frequently records activity from extracerebral sources, leading to artifact. Differentiating rhythmical artifact from true electrographic ictal activity remains a substantial challenge to even experienced electroencephalographers because the sources of artifact able to mimic ictal activity on EEG have continued to increase with the advent of technology. Knowledge of the characteristics of the polarity and physiologic electrical fields of the brain, as opposed to those generated by the eyes, heart, and muscles, allows the electroencephalographer to intuitively recognize noncerebrally generated waveforms. In this review, we provide practical guidelines for the EEG interpreter to correctly identify physiologic and nonphysiologic artifacts capable of mimicking electrographic seizures. In addition, we further elucidate the common pitfalls in artifact interpretation and the costly impact of epilepsy misdiagnosis due to artifact.